Abstract-Optimal route search using spatial keyword query focus on keyword searching using best keyword cover query which is a form of spatial keyword query. It operates on spatial objects stored in spatial database and comes with algorithms that can retrieve results very fast. Best keyword cover query aims to find objects associated with keywords. The method proposed considers keyword rating, keyword relevance and spatial relevance. It also helps to retrieve data based on Boolean range query.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the means of extracting data from a dataset for users to use it in various purposes. The purpose of such data plays a significant role in keyword searching. Searching is a common activity happening in data mining. Searching for spatial objects from spatial database has recently sparked enthusiasm among researchers. This motivated to develop methods to retrieve spatial objects. A spatial object consists of objects associated with spatial features. In other words, spatial objects involve spatial data along with longitude and latitude of location. Querying such data is called best keyword cover querying. Search is called best keyword cover search. Existing method to such data consider either minimum inter objective distance and keyword search. As a result new methods for best keyword cover search were developed. Traditional nearest neighbor search compute nearest neighbor by considering distance as feature. In this context, nearest neighbor search focus on finding nearest neighbors where keywords and spatial data plays a major impact.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Keyword augmented nearest neighbor search has recently sparked interest among researchers. Ke Deng [1] comes with algorithms to find nearest neighbor using keywords. Joao B Rocha [2] proposed spatial inverted index, a variant of inverted index to store keywords. Xin Cao [3] proposed the concept of collective spatial keyword querying. The central idea is to search for collective objects that collectively satisfy a query. Nearest neighbor search also comes under category of searching process. With this concept in mind, Gisli R [4] proposed distance browsing algorithm in spatial databases. Ronald Fagin [5] dealt with optimal aggregation algorithm which helps in fast keyword search.Yufei Tao [6] proposed method for finding nearest neighbors using tree structure as index. Lisi Chen [7] provide a survey of indices to store keywords as well as spatial location. Xin Cao [8] dealt with various spatial keyword queries. The concept of Boolean range query fall under the category of spatial keyword query. DongXiang Zhang [9] proposed scalable integrated inverted index for storing spatial data. Bolin Ding [10] provides method to efficiently process keyword queries. Shuyao [11] proposed the concept of keyword query. Jianhua [12] considered a form of index named keyword pair based structure for finding top k answers using keyword search..
III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. BASELINE ALGORITHM
With increase in keywords for keyword search and nearest neighbor search, there is a need to perform query on such data. Baseline algorithm focus on retrieving data with respect to query keywords. Best keyword cover can be obtained by baseline algorithm. Baseline algorithm requires spatial objects in the form of files which include fields like spatial location and its document identifier and its address. Spatial objects are objects obtained from spatial data. All operations revolve around spatial objects. Input to baseline algorithm require single query keyword in the form of objects. The first step in baseline algorithm is to set a variable bkc as zero. The next step is to generate candidate keyword cover. Candidate keyword cover generate spatial objects that contain those query keywords. Keyword significance has been calculated using term frequency inverse document frequency as similarity measure. Term frequency is the number of times a term occur in a single document divided by total number of terms in a document. Inverse document frequency is the inverse of number of times a term occurs in a document divided by total number of documents. Term frequency inverse document frequency is the product of term frequency and inverse document frequency. The default value is set as zero. The score obtained is compared with first score. If its value is greater than zero, it has been set as best keyword cover. Score calculation can be obtained as a pruning strategy. The next step is to perform nearest neighbor search upon candidate keyword covers generated. Nearest neighbor search algorithm has been computed using a traditional similarity measure named Euclidean distance. This similarity measure is based on distance. Nearest neighbor search algorithm sets its default value in terms of user's current user location. Based on that location, rest of distance with respect to that location has been calculated. The one least distance with respect to query location has been considered best keyword cover. When number of query keywords increases, its performance drops. It running time is very high.
B. Keyword nearest neighbor expansion variant algorithm
Baseline algorithm only retrieve answer to single query. It does not respond to multiple query keywords. It does not respond to spatial features. To overcome the drawback, the author proposed a variant of nearest neighbor algorithm called keyword nearest neighbor expansion variant. This algorithm focus on retrieving nearest neighbor by combining both keyword search and nearest neighbor search. The new algorithm introduce the concept of keyword rating, spatial relevance and keyword relevance. Keyword rating helps in decision making. For better decision making keyword rating play a significant role. Since all performance operations depend on objects, there exist a problem of choosing which objects first for querying when given multiple features of different objects. For this purpose keyword rating has been associated with objects. Rating is based day to day importance of object in daily life. Rating takes value of integer ranging from 1 to 5. This algorithm not only involve keyword rating but also involve features of objects as well. Objects must be selected to add features. Input to keyword nearest neighbor expansion variant algorithm is a set of query keywords in the form of features associated with objects. The first step is to select principle query keyword to perform search. In other words, to identify the first object in which feature has been associated for searching. Objects linked with principle query keyword are called principle objects. Indexing has been used to find required object associated with keyword. After identifying the object, it search for objects having highest keyword rating. The one with highest keyword rating are usually set as the first object in which search has to be carried out.
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
The proposed method comes with two algorithms. Our experiment is based on real data. The dimensionality is always 2. Baseline algorithm applied on real data focus on retrieving data using single query keyword. Keyword nearest neighbor expansion variant algorithm retrieve data using multiple query keyword. Fig 1 shows bar chart representing execution time of baseline algorithm versus dataset count or number of files searched for a particular query keyword. Vertical axis indicate execution time during search process. Execution time is the difference between start time and run time when search procedure occur. When a single query keyword is searched in a file of thirty four, its execution time is 8433 milliseconds. Similarly, when searching takes in a file count of three for one query keyword, its execution time is 508 milliseconds. When searching takes place in a file count of twenty seven , execution time is 5071 milliseconds. It has been observed that execution time increases as files to be searched increases. File count is linearly proportional to execution time. When keyword cover count is two, memory consumption required is 41220920 KB. When keyword cover count is three, memory consumption required is 37853264 KB. As keyword cover count increases, memory consumption time varies.
Fig. 4 Memory consumption versus keyword cover count of KNNE Variant algorithm
From the experiments conducted, it has been observed that execution time required by keyword nearest neighbor expansion variant algorithm is much faster compared to baseline algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION:
A detailed report of two algorithms to retrieve best keyword cover was presented. Best keyword cover query aims to recover spatial objects with respect to user's requirement. Algorithms are used to find answer to such query. It also comes with best keyword cover route search which helps to find best route.
